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Sullivan BOCES Students make Taa Bora lights to help the 
citizens of Port-au-Prince, Haiti 
 
 
LIBERTY: On June 8th, the junior high students of Sullivan County BOCES had the 
opportunity to participate in a global Taa Bora Light Project that will touch the lives of the 
residents of Port-au-Prince, Haiti.   
 
According to Elizabeth Hayter, Assistant Director for Adult Education Ulster BOCES (Lead 
Educational Agency for this effort) the goal of Hudson Valley Project was to build 200 lights 
with fifteen different schools and BOCES within Dutchess, Orange-Ulster, Sullivan and Ulster 
Counties.  Students learned about solar energy and the developing world, they get hands-on 
experience building the lights, and they connected with students in part of the world, whose 
schools and lives could not be more different. 
 
The students at Sullivan BOCES had a great time building the lights as they working side-by-
side with the inventor of the Taa Bora light, Tony Cervone of Green Energies LLC. and Evan 
Yavne, of Solar Alchemy and Photo Voltaic Teacher at Ulster BOCES.  Not only did the 
student have the opportunity to learn how to create renewable energy from recycled products 
they are able to help families across the world.  According to Albert Crowell, a 7th grader at 
BOCES, “I think this is pretty cool to be able to help other people - they will be so happy that 
we built so many lights for them to use.”  As part of the project each student wrote a personal 
note to the family receiving their individual light. 
 
The Hudson Valley initiative is part of the 13N - NYSDOL Green Talent Pipeline Regional 
NYSDOL Initiative.  This is the second year Ulster BOCES was approved to provide regional 
educational programs to high school and middle schools across the Hudson Valley as part of 
this initiative.   The 13N Green Talent Pipeline Initiative is funded by the NYS Department of 
Labor to build a green talent pipeline and green training in the Hudson Valley.  In the 2010 
school year several Adult Education renewable energy instructional staff from Ulster BOCES 
visited fifteen middle and high schools and gave over 500 students the opportunity to explore 
and learn about solar energy and wind power in action.  They also were instructed on how to 
find employment within the green industries of tomorrow within the Region.    
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The Taa Bora (which means “Better Light” in Swahili) grew from a visit to rural Tanzania in 
2004 by U.S.-based entrepreneur Tony Cervone.  He returned determined to create a simple, 
environmentally friendly lighting solution that would replace candles and kerosene, cost less, 
last considerably longer, and could be assembled by local villagers. The result of Mr. 
Cervone’s efforts was a portable lantern that with a simple adjustment becomes a desk lamp 
for studying or, if hung, an overhead light— is made from recyclable materials: plastic water 
or soda bottles, wood, and paper. It is constructed with simple tools, uses nontoxic 
adhesives, and employs the latest in LED technology.  It is efficient. One charge provides 
over 72 hours of lighting before requiring re-charging with the accompanying 1.5- watt solar 
panel. The battery pack will last over two years before needing replacement.  
 
 
The initial Taa Bora Light Project began back in 2005 when Green Energies’ LLC, a solar 
Solutions company based out of Barrington, Rhode Island, designed their signature easy-
built solar flashlight, as a small effort to help a rural village in Tanzania light its dirt paths and 
homes at night.  Until the arrival of the “Taa Bora Light,” residents of Kambi ya Simba relied 
on kerosene lanterns, or simply went without light.  Since then Kambi ya Simba has its own 
solar center—a micro-factory—where a small team produces and sells the Taa Bora and 
other solar products locally and in the region. One flashlight at a time, they are replacing 
kerosene with solar energy, saving villagers’ money and health.  As word of the project and 
the Taa Bora spread, solar entrepreneurs in the U.S. started contacting Green Energies with 
their own requests for supplies and technical advice.  From then on school after school 
approached Green Energies with the idea of having students construct Taa Bora lights as a 
service-learning project.    
 
The Taa Bora can also be modified into a simple home lighting system using the same basic 
components. A school lighting system takes the Taa Bora to a larger scale. It uses a series of 
connected 1.5-watt solar panels to increase capacity, has larger batteries, and requires more 
sophisticated engineering. Still, the system’s costs are only about a tenth of a traditional solar 
system, which makes it affordable to school associations and communities and frees it from 
dependence on donor funding. 
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Taa Bora light project #1: Back Row left to right: Tony Cervone, Barbara Stephenson, Erica Liberth, 
John Vega, Carlos Perez, Selena Wunner, Nancy Roe, Evan Yavne, and Damonique Qubain.  Front 
row left to right:  Cris Warren, Ryan Brown, Albert Crowell, Unique Qualiek, and Shaquon Mcginnis. 
 

 
 
Taa Bora Light Project #2: Evan Yavne works with the students 
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